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FortiNAC integrates with both intelligent access points (IAPs) and centralized 
controller-based  wireless solutions. 

• Intelligent access points manage both the access point and its connecting 
hosts. 

• Controller-based solutions manage multiple access points and their connecting 
hosts. 

To manage wireless hosts with FortiNAC you must configure FortiNAC as the RADIUS 
server to authenticate users for IAPs and controllers . FortiNAC responds to the 
RADIUS authentication requests with an accept or reject message. 
When accepting users, FortiNAC can include information that identifies the net- work 
the connecting host can access. Network access is based upon the host's current 
FortiNAC state and the Network Access Policy that applies to the host/user at  the 
time network access is required. Configuration of host network access varies depending 
on the device and can include: VLAN IDs and names or proprietary network identifiers. 

Overview 
Important: Refer to the vendor documentation for your Wireless Device for detailed set up and 
configuration information. Refer to the Fortinet Customer Portal for information on spe- cific devices. 
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Intelligent Access Points (IAPs) and controllers support two methods of RADIUS based 
authentication: RADIUS MAC authentication and 802.1x authentication. 

 

With RADIUS MAC authentication, users on connecting hosts are validated based on 
their physical addresses, and FortiNAC functions as the terminating RADIUS server. 
In these types of requests, FortiNAC supports only Password Authentication Protocol 
(PAP) for RADIUS authentication. 
When FortiNAC receives an authentication request, FortiNAC attempts to locate the 
host's MAC Address in its database. If the MAC address is found, FortiNAC uses the 
host's state in addition to other user-defined policy criteria to determine the 
appropriate response. If the host state is unrecognized by FortiNAC, or is known but is 
disabled or at risk, the response will either reject the request or respond with 
information necessary to isolate the host on the network. The exact behavior is 
dependent upon the type of network device and how the administrator has configured 
the FortiNAC system. If the host is known and in good standing with the system, the 
response may depend upon varied criteria specified in FortiNAC policies. 

Wireless Authentication 

RADIUS MAC 
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802.1 x defines the authentication of users on connecting hosts based on their user 
credentials or certificates. Unlike RADIUS MAC, for 802.1x requests, FortiNAC acts as 
a proxy RADIUS server and forwards requests to an independent production RADIUS 
server. As the proxy server, FortiNAC passes EAP messages between the network 
device and the production authentication server, which is the EAP termination point. 
When the authentication process completes, the production RADIUS server responds to 
FortiNAC with the accept or reject message which FortiNAC passes onto the network 
device. If configured to do so, FortiNAC inserts network access information into the 
authentication response. 
If FortiNAC Authentication is enabled in an 802.1x environment, and the EAP type 
configured in the host supplicant identifies the user (such as with PEAP), users who log 
in can automatically be authenticated and therefore bypass the authentication captive 
portal. If the user ID is encrypted or not provided (such as with EAP TTLS or EAP 
TLS), FortiNAC cannot identify it in the RADIUS request, and therefore cannot bypass 
its own authentication process. 

EAP 

The EAP type must be configured on the supplicant and the Authentication server. 
Supported EAP types include: 

• EAP-PEAP 
• EAP-TTLS 
• EAP-TLS 

The following EAP types have not yet been tested with FortiNAC: 
• EAP-MD-5 
• EAP-Fast 
• Cisco LEAP 

802.1x 
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1. Configure your device to use FortiNAC as the RADIUS Server.  If you are 

setting up FortiNAC as the RADIUS server for a device in a Brad- ford High 
Availability environment, you must use the actual IP address of the primary 
control server, not the Shared IP address. Set up the secondary control server 
as a secondary RADIUS server using its actual IP address. Regardless of the 
environment, you may also want to set up your actual RADIUS server to be 
used in the event that none of your FortiNAC appliances can be reached. This 
would allow users to access the network, but they would not be controlled by 
FortiNAC. 

 
 

2. Do not use asymmetric routing between your device and the FortiNAC server. 
RADIUS requests and responses between the FortiNAC server and the 
wireless device must travel through the same interface on the FortiNAC 
server. 

3. When using 802.1x, PAP encryption must be set up on the RADIUS server for 
encryption/decryption of user names and passwords that are sent to and from 
FortiNAC, such as the user name and password for the Validation Account 
used for communication between FortiNAC and the RADIUS server. 

4. Configure network access control features on your device. Go to the Customer 
Portal on the Fortinet web site for device specific configuration information. 

5. High performance network devices have the ability to generate large numbers of 
connection requests each of which must be processed by FortiNAC. As a best 
practice to improve overall performance it is recommended that you throttle the 
rate of connection requests accepted from any individual host using the rate-
limiting features available on your wireless device. 

6. Add your device in FortiNAC. See Network Devices. 
7. Network devices should have static IP addresses or dynamic IP addresses that 

are reserved. Once a device that provides network services had been identified 
in FortiNAC there is no mechanism to automatically update the IP address for 
that device if there is a change. If the IP address on the device itself is changed, 
the device appears in FortiNAC to be offline or to have a communication error. 

8. Model your wireless device in FortiNAC. See Model Configuration on page 14. 

Wireless Integration Requirements 

Important: FortiNAC's capacity for processing RADIUS requests is approximately 60 
requests per second. Capacity is affected by the use of other features in the program such 
as the Persistent Agent or MAC Notification Traps. Any requests that are not immediately 
processed are placed in queue. After 5 seconds any unprocessed requests are discarded. 
If you are in an environment where you expect to receive more than 60 RADIUS requests 
per second you may need additional FortiNAC appliances to handle the load. 
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9. For network devices configured to authenticate hosts using RADIUS, FortiNAC 
must be configured as the RADIUS server. 

 
 

10. The RADIUS Secret must be the same in the following locations: 
- RADIUS Server settings in FortiNAC. See RADIUS And 802.1x Envir- 

onments and Configure RADIUS Server Profiles. 
- Model configuration for the wireless device when it is modeled in FortiNAC. 

See Model Configuration on page 14. 
- If individual SSIDs are configured, the RADIUS secret must be the same 

in the SSID configuration. See SSID Configuration on page 21. 
- Configuration of the device itself. 

11. For some wireless devices, FortiNAC supports management of individual SSIDs 
in which different treatment is provided to hosts depending on the SSID to 
which they are connected. To use this feature, you must create an SSID 
configuration for each SSID that you wish to manage differently from the 
parent device that controls the SSID. If no SSID configuration exists, the Model 
Configuration for the device is used. For example if you have a corporate SSID 
and a guest SSID, you may want to allow the guest SSID to provide Internet 
access only and the corporate SSID to provide access to the corporate network. 
They can be configured separately. See SSID Configuration on page 21. 

12. If you configure SSIDs individually, you can allow the configuration to inherit 
the RADIUS server information from the device's Model Configuration or you 
can configure it for the SSID itself. You would not typically need to select a 
RADIUS server that is different than that used for the device. 

13. Do not set FortiNAC as the trap receiver on any wireless devices. Net- work 
Sentry does not process traps from wireless devices. 

14. APs appear as rogue hosts in FortiNAC until they are identified by the 
controller as managed devices. As APs are identified, either as a result of device 
profiling or of AP discovery from a wireless device, the rogues will automatically 
be removed. 

15. .If you are working in a High Availability environment using RADIUS authen- 
tication you must configure your managed wireless devices to point to the 
FortiNAC Server or Control Server eth0 address - NOT the virtual address. 
Configure a secondary RADIUS server for the device to be the failover eth0 
address. This ensures that if the primary FortiNAC Server or FortiNAC Control 
Server appliance goes down, the backup will take over and will 

Note: When FortiNAC acts as a RADIUS Server in a busy environment, it could become a 
bottleneck for authentications, resulting in RADIUS processing delays. 
 
Devices that use RADIUS authentication need to be configured with RADIUS timeouts that 
are large enough to allow some transaction delays. Many devices use default timeout 
values under 10 seconds. It is recommended that you use larger values for busy 
environments, though you may have to experiment to find the optimal value. 
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be able to respond and take over RADIUS responsibility.  An IAP/controller 
will switch over to the backup FortiNAC Server or FortiNAC Control Server 
appliance if it fails to get responses from the primary. 
16. Network Access Policies can be created to provide flexible network 
assignments based on different host and user criteria.  Unless otherwise 
indicated in the vendor specific integration guide, location based policies can be 
created based on either:  
SSID - Assign SSID models to port groups and include the port groups within 
the User/Host Profile.  
Access Point (AP) - Assign AP models to device groups and include the device 
groups within the User/Host Profile. See Online Help topics “Modify A Group” 
and “Network Access Policies.” 
SSID example: a guest user with role Guest connecting to the corporate 
SSID can be restricted to a Dead-end VLAN while a corporate user with role 
Staff connecting to the same SSID can be place into the Production VLAN. 
Likewise, a guest user with role Guest connecting to the Guest SSID can be 
placed in a guest VLAN that provides Internet-only access while a corporate 
user with role Staff connecting to the same Guest SSID can be placed in the 
Dead- End VLAN. 
AP example:  a guest user with role Guest connecting to an Access Point in 
the corporate location can be restricted to a Dead-end VLAN while a corporate 
user with role Staff connecting to the same Access Point can be placed into the 
Production VLAN. 

17. When a network device supports hot standby with virtual IP assignment, 
special considerations can apply since FortiNAC must be able to identify the 
device sending the request. If the RADIUS request originates from an address 
different than the one discovered and modeled by FortiNAC, the request must 
identify the device by information in the RADIUS request packet. FortiNAC 
looks for this device identity information in the NAS- IP and NAS-ID 
attributes. 
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Most Intelligent Access Points (IAPs) and controllers allow you to create multiple, 
independent Wireless LANs  (WLANs) that  can be accessed through separate SSIDs. 
The configuration of each WLAN on these devices usually includes support for  sep- 
arate authentication parameters for each WLAN. For example, a wireless network 
could contain two separate WLANs, one for employees or residents and one for guests. 
The employee/resident WLAN might authenticate connecting users to a central dir- 
ectory prior to granting access to network resources. A guest WLAN might avoid 
authentication and provide connecting users with limited access only to the external 
Internet. 
In such an environment, you can have FortiNAC secure only a subset of the available 
WLANs. To do this, you only need to configure the secured WLANs on the wireless 
devices to use FortiNAC as their  authentication server (RADIUS). 
WLANs  that  use no authentication  or  that  use a different  authentication  server 
bypass FortiNAC’s control. FortiNAC continues to provide visibility for all hosts 
connecting to the wireless network devices, but does not control their  access to  the 
network. The means of configuring this behavior differs based on the particular 
characteristics of the wireless device model. Refer to the vendor's documentation for 
configuration details. 
If your network has SSIDs that are broadcast on multiple APs, you must ensure that 
the production and isolation VLANs configured for those SSIDs are the same on  all 
APs. For example, if SSID OfficeWorkers is broadcast from AP1 and AP2 and the pro- 
duction VLAN for that SSID is 10 for both APs, then FortiNAC can manage  hosts on 
that SSID. If the production VLAN is 10 on AP1 and 20 on  AP2, then Net- work 
Sentry cannot manage hosts on that SSID because within FortiNAC there  is no 
concept of the AP/SSID combination. The SSID is treated as a single entity with only 
one setting for the production VLAN. Therefore, when FortiNAC sends a VLAN 
change to the SSID for a host, depending  on  the AP involved, the VLAN could be 
invalid. 
On wireless controller devices that  provide identification of  the AP in the authen- 
tication request, it is possible to create network access policies with user host  profiles 
that contain AP rather than SSID information. This allows for network selection based 
on  AP location rather  than SSID,  providing a partial  exception to limitation described 
in the previous paragraph. 

 

 

When configuring a wireless device with multiple SSIDs that will be managed by Net- 
work Sentry, FortiNAC typically only allows a single VLAN mapping for each 
isolation state per device. For example, if the Remediation VLAN is VLAN 10 on one 
SSID it has to be VLAN 10 on all SSIDs, and if Dead End is VLAN 25 it has to be  
VLAN 25 for all SSIDs. However, for some wireless devices, FortiNAC allows for 
separate VLAN mappings based on individual SSIDs. If SSID Configuration is not 

Configure FortiNAC for WLAN Management 

Note: If your device supports independent authentication for individual SSIDs, FortiNAC can secure 
a subset of available WLANs. If your device does not support this option, FortiNAC secures all 
WLANs on the device. 
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done, the configuration is inherited from the Model Configuration of the parent device 
and behavior  remains as it was  in previous product releases. 

 

 

FortiNAC allows configuration of individual SSIDs for wireless devices that provide the 
necessary management capability. See WLAN Management on the previous page for  
the list of devices. 
Configuring SSIDs separately allows you to provide different treatment to hosts 
depending on the SSID to which they are connected. The VLAN or Role into which a 
host is placed is determined by one or  more of the  following: 

• Host state 
• VLANs/Roles configured on  the device for  the selected SSID. 
• Device model  configured in FortiNAC. 
• SSID configuration in FortiNAC. 

Configuration of the options listed above will vary depending on the treatment desired  
for hosts. The use cases below outline possible scenarios and suggestions for  con- 
figuring them. Many additional configuration scenarios and variations exist. These are 
simply to provide some examples. 

Assign Different VLANs  For Different SSIDs 

The administrator wants a public SSID that will allow users to access the Internet but 
prohibit access to the internal network. Unknown users would not be required to 
register when accessing this public network. The administrator also wants  a second 
secure SSID that will allow users with proper  credentials  to access  the internal  net- 
work. Corporate users connected to the public SSID would not be required to authen- 
ticate but would be prevented from accessing the internal network. They would be 
treated the same as unknown users. To configure this scenario you would do the fol- 
lowing: 

• Configure the device with two SSIDs, one public  and one  secure. 
• On the device configure a VLAN or Role for each isolation state you wish to 

enforce (Dead-End, Registration, Quarantine and Authentication) and each pro- 
duction network you wish to provide. 

• In FortiNAC run Discovery or  add the wireless device to Topology. See 
Add A Device or Discover Devices. 

• Configure the device model  in the database using  Model  Configuration. See 
Model Configuration on page 14. 

• On the Model Configuration view click Read VLANS or Roles to read the avail- 
able VLANs or Roles configured on the device. This also reads SSIDs from the 
device. 

Note: In an environment where there are multiple SSIDs that have the same name, FortiNAC 
cannot manage those SSIDs individually. Make sure that SSIDs do not have the same name. 

Individual SSID Configuration 
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• In Topology, locate the public access SSID, go to the SSID Configuration view 
and complete the configuration. See SSID Configuration on page 21. 
- Set the Default Host State to the Access Value or VLAN for Internet only 

access. 
- Set the Access Enforcement field for the remaining Host Isolation States 

to Bypass to allow all hosts access to the Default Access Value. 
• In Topology, locate the internal SSID, go to the SSID Configuration view and 

complete the configuration. Set the Access Value for the Default Host State to 
the production VLAN. 
- Set  the Access Enforcement  fields  for  the Isolation states  configured on 

the device to Enforce. For example if you configured a VLAN on the AP or 
controller for a Quarantine condition, set the Access Enforcement field for 
Quarantine to Enforce and select that VLAN from the drop-down in the 
Access  Value field. 

- Set the Access Enforcement field for any state not configured on the 
device to Deny  or Bypass. 

Assign An Endpoint Compliance Policy Based On SSID 

The administrator wants to scan hosts on SSID 1 with Policy A and hosts on SSID 2 
with Policy B. Endpoint  Compliance Policies are applied to a host  based on  the User- 
/Host Profile associated with the policy. In this scenario FortiNAC groups are used to 
control the Endpoint Compliance Policy assigned based on the SSID to which the host 
connects. 

• Configure the device with two SSIDs, one public  and one  secure. 
• On the device configure a VLAN or Role for each isolation state you wish to 

enforce (Dead-End, Registration, Quarantine and Authentication) and each pro- 
duction network you wish to provide. 

• In FortiNAC run Discovery or  add the wireless device to Topology. See 
Add A Device or Discover Devices. 

• Configure the device model  in the database using  Model  Configuration. See 
Model Configuration on page 14. 

• On the Model Configuration view click Read VLANS or Roles to read the avail- 
able VLANs or  Roles configured on the device. 

• In this case, SSID configuration within FortiNAC is not required. Set- tings  
are inherited from the parent device. 

• Create a port group for each SSID and place one SSID in each group. For 
example, create Port Group 1 and place SSID 1 in that group. See Add Groups. 

• Create two User/Host  Profiles  that  will  be used to identify  users  and hosts 
that connect on each of the two different SSIDs. Associate each User/Host Pro- 
file with a different  Port  Group. See User/Host Profiles. 

• Create an Endpoint Compliance Configuration for each of the SSIDs. The con- 
figuration contains the scans that should be run on the connecting hosts. See 
Endpoint Compliance Configurations. 
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• Create the two Endpoint Compliance Policies that will be used for the two dif- 
ferent SSIDs. Associate each policy with a different User/Host Profile and End- 
point Compliance Configuration. For example, associate a policy to User/Host 
Profile 1 and Endpoint  Compliance Configuration 1. Users and hosts that  
match the Profile will receive the Configuration. Associate a different policy to 
User/Host  Profile  2  and  Endpoint  Compliance  Configuration  2.  Users  and 
hosts that match Profile 2 will  receive Configuration 2. See Endpoint Com- 
pliance Policies. 

Prevent User Types From Sharing SSIDs Using FortiNAC Roles 

The administrator has two types of users Employees and Students. He wants to pre- 
vent Employees from accessing their secure network when they are on SSID 1, but 
allow access when Employees are on SSID 2. When Students are on either SSID they 
can only access the open network. FortiNAC roles can be used to control the VLAN or  
Device Role assigned based on  the SSID to which the host connects. 

• Configure the device with two SSIDs, one public  and one  secure. 
• On the device configure a VLAN or Role for each isolation state you wish to 

enforce (Dead-End, Registration, Quarantine and Authentication) and each pro- 
duction network you wish to provide. 

• In FortiNAC run Discovery or  add the wireless device to Topology. See 
Add A Device or Discover Devices. 

• Configure the device model  in the database using  Model  Configuration. See 
Model Configuration on page 14. 

• On the Model Configuration view click Read VLANS or Roles to read the avail- 
able VLANs or  Roles configured on the device. 

• In this case, SSID configuration within FortiNAC is not required. Set- tings  
are inherited from the parent device. 

• Create a port group for each SSID and place one SSID in each group. For 
example, create Port Group 1 and place SSID 1 in that group, then create Port 
Group 2 and place SSID 2 in that group. See Add  Groups. 

• Make sure that users are assigned to either an Employee Role or a Student 
Role. See Role Management. 

• Create User/Host Profiles that filters for  each of  the following  combinations: 
Profile 1 

- Where (Location) = Port Group 1 (contains SSID 1) 
- Who/What  by Attribute = User  Role Employee 

Profile 2 

- Where (Location) = Port Group 2 (contains SSID 2) 
- Who/What  by Attribute = User  Role Employee 
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Profile 3 

- Where (Location) = Port Group 1 or  Port Group  2 
- Who/What  by Attribute = User  Role Student 

• Create a Network  Access Configuration for  each Profile as follows: 
For Profile 1 and 3: 

Create Network Access Configuration A that provides access to the Open Pro- 
duction VLAN 
For Profile 2: 

Create Network Access Configuration B that provides access to the Secure Pro- 
duction VLAN 

• Create three Network Access Policies that map each User/Host Profile to a 
Network  Access Configuration as follows: 
Network Access Policy For Employees on SSID  1 

- Use Profile 1 and Network  Access Configuration  A. When  a User  with 
Role Employee connects to SSID 1, that connection/user matches Profile 1. 
Profile 1 is mapped to Network Access Configuration A. This  puts  the 
user's host on the Open  VLAN. 

Network Access Policy For Employees on SSID  2 

- Use Profile 2 and Network  Access Configuration  B. When  a User  with 
Role Employee connects to SSID 2, that connection/user matches Profile 2. 
Profile 2 is mapped to Network Access Configuration B. This  puts  the 
user's host on  the Secure VLAN. 

Network Access Policy For Students on SSID 1 or  2 

- Use Profile 3 and Network  Access  Configuration  A. When  a User  with 
Role Student connects to either SSID 1 or SSID 2, that connection/user 
matches Profile 3. Profile 3 is mapped to Network Access Configuration A. 
This puts the user's host on  the Open  VLAN. 
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The Model Configuration window allows you to configure devices that are connected to 
your network so that they can be monitored. Data entered in this window is stored in  
the FortiNAC database and is used to allow interaction with the device. Data entered 
on the Model Configuration window is not sent to the device. This window can  be 
accessed from the Topology View and from the Network Devices window. 

 

 

 

Access From Topology 

1. Click Network Devices > Topology. 
2. Expand the Container icon. 
3. Right-click on the device , and then click Model Configuration. 

Model Configuration 

Important: When configuring the device itself, use only letters, numbers and hyphens (-) in names 
for items within the device configuration, in security strings and in SNMP credentials. Other 
characters may prevent FortiNAC  from reading the device configuration. For example, in many 
cases the # sign is interpreted by FortiNAC as a prompt. Cisco restricts the use of @ and #. 

Note: For network devices using API credentials, the User Name is the serial number of the 
appliance and the Password is the REST API Key. 
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Figure 1:  Individual Model Configuration 
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Figure 2:  Wireless Model Configuration 
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Model Configuration Parameters 

Device configuration information is specific for each device and may include any 
combination of the fields in the table below: 

 

 

Settings Description 

General 

User Name The user name used to log on to the device for configuration. This is for CLI 
access. 

 
Note: The user account must have the appropriate permissions con- 
figured on the device. 

 
Note: For network devices using API credentials, the User Name is the 
serial number of  the appliance. 

 
 

Password 

The password required to configure the device. This is for CLI access. 
 

Note: For network devices using API credentials, the Password is the 
REST API Key. 

Enable Password The enable password for the device. This is for CLI access. 

Super Password The super password required for access to more features on 3Com devices. 

HWC Connect Port Port for the External Captive Portal that was configured by the user on the device 
during the initial device setup. This port is required for FortiNAC to send commands 
to the device. Consult the manufacturer for assistance in locating this port number. 

Read Groups From 
Device 

Ports on a device can be placed in to network groups that control access. This 
option reads the preset groups from the device. 

Protocol Types 

Telnet Use Telnet to log on to the device for configuration. 

SSH1 Use SSH1 to log on to the device for configuration. 

SSH2 Use SSH2 to log on to the device for configuration. 

VLAN ID/Network Access 

VLAN Display Format For some devices, the list of VLANs configured on the device can be read from 
the device and made available in a drop-down. When this feature is available, 
the VLAN Display Format option is shown. Choices included: 

VLAN Name — Displays a drop-down list of VLANs configured on the device by 
VLAN name for each isolation state. 

VLAN ID — Displays a drop-down list of possible VLANs configured on the 
device by VLAN ID or number for each isolation state. 

Manual — Provides an empty text field to enter the VLAN name or ID. This is 
used in the event that the VLANS on the device have not been pre-configured 

Read VLANs Click this button to read VLAN configuration from the device and populate the 
drop-down lists of VLANs for each isolation state. 
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Settings Description 

 
 
 
 
 

Default 

The Default VLAN value is stored in the FortiNAC database and is used when 
the VLAN is not determined by another method, such as a Network Access 
Policy. 

Typically, if a VLAN is specified as the Default, it is the VLAN used for "normal" or 
"production" network access. It will be used for all the untagged (non-uplink)  
ports on the device. 

If you do not want all ports on the device to use the same "Default" VLAN, you 
can leave the value blank in Model Configuration and use the Network Access / 
VLANs feature to customize the Default VLANs for each port. See Network 
Access / VLANS for more information. 

 
Dead End The dead end VLAN for this device. Isolates disabled hosts with limited or no net- 

work connectivity from the production network. 

Registration The registration VLAN for this device. Isolates unregistered hosts from the pro- 
duction network during host registration. 

Quarantine The quarantine VLAN for this device. Isolates hosts from the production network 
who pose a security risk because they failed a policy scan. 

 
Authentication The authentication VLAN for this device. Isolates registered hosts from the Pro- 

duction network during user authentication. 

 
Voice 

The voice VLAN (s) for this device. This field accepts a list of VLANS separated 
by commas, such as 10, 25,30. This indicates to FortiNAC that these VLANS are 
excluded from all other uses. 

Apply Default VLAN 
ID To All Non-wireless 
ports 

If a device has both wired and wireless ports, you may choose to assign VLANs 
to each port individually. 

You may also choose to assign a single default VLAN to all of the wireless ports 
for this device, by putting a VLAN ID in the Default field on this window. That num- 
ber then overrides the individual entries on the wireless ports. The wired ports 
would continue to have a separate VLAN setting for each port. 

If you choose to apply the Default VLAN ID to both wireless and wired ports, 
enabling this feature overrides the original port settings on the wired ports with 
the setting in the Default field on this window 

Manage Captive Portal Affects only Meru Controllers. 

If the Captive Portal setting on any Security Profile for any SSID is set to WebAuth 
indicating that the SSID is being managed by Internal Captive Portal (ICP) on the 
Meru Controller and this check box is enabled, all SSIDs set to WebAuth will be 
managed by FortiNAC. 

If enabled, FortiNAC uses Firewall Rules to treat authenticated and unau- 
thenticated users differently. 

The treatment selected in the Access Enforcement section of the Model Con- 
figuration window is ignored for any SSIDs set to WebAuth. Hosts that are isol- 
ated are treated as unauthenticated hosts regardless of the isolation type. Hosts 
that are not isolated are treated as authenticated. 

CLI Configurations 
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Settings Description 

 
 

Configurations 

This section allows you to associate pre-configured scripts with selected Port 
states or host states. A default script can also be selected. Scripts are not 
required. States that can be associated with CLI Configurations include: Default, 
Registration, Authentication, Dead End  and Quarantine. 

See CLI Configuration View for information on creating scripts. 

RADIUS 

Primary RADIUS 
Server 

The RADIUS server used for authenticating users connecting to the network 
through this device. 

Select the Use Default option from the drop-down list to use the server indicated 
in parentheses. 

See RADIUS Settings for information on configuring your RADIUS Servers. 

 
 

Secondary RADIUS 
Server 

If the Primary RADIUS server fails to respond, this RADIUS server is used for 
authenticating users connecting to the network until the Primary RADIUS Server 
responds. 

Select the Use Default option from the drop-down list to use the server indicated 
in parentheses. 

 
 

RADIUS Secret 

The Secret used for RADIUS authentication. 
 

Important:  The RADIUS Secret used must be exactly the same on the 
wireless device, on the RADIUS server and in the FortiNAC software 
under RADIUS Settings  and Model Configuration. 

Enable rfc5176 support Appears for Aruba Controllers. Enables the use of both RADIUS Disconnect and 
RADIUS Change Of Authorization (CoA) requests depending on the Aruba  
model being used (L2 Roles with VLANs and L2 Roles only respectively). 

Modify Button Allows you to modify the RADIUS secret. 

Restricted Access 

Object Group Name Network List name that is used to contain IPs when the host is marked safe. 

Network Access - Wireless Devices 

Read Roles From 
Device 

Retrieves roles that currently exist on the device being configured. 

 
 
 
 

Read Roles 

The drop-down next to each type, such as Registration, contains a list of possible 
roles read from the device. You can select a role for one or more of the types lis- 
ted below. 

• Default 
• Dead End 
• Registration 
• Quarantine 
• Authentication 
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Settings Description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Host State 

Host State is used to determine treatment when the host connects to the network. 
For each host state select an option in the Access Enforcement column and 
where applicable in the Access Value column. 

• Default 
• Dead End 
• Registration 
• Quarantine 
• Authentication 
• Roaming Guest 

NOTE: Roaming Guest is a special host state detected when a user authen- 
ticates using a domain name that is not listed in the local domains list. Users are 
authenticated via a remote RADIUS Server and are placed on the network imme- 
diately unless Deny is selected under Access Enforcement. Roaming Guests 
bypass the captive portal and Device Profiler. See Roaming Guests. 

Access Enforcement This set of drop-down menus works in conjunction with the Host States listed 
above to determine treatment for hosts when no VLAN/Role value is supplied or 
when access control is being enforced. Options include: 

Deny — Host will be denied access to the network when it is in this state. For 
example, if the host is not registered and Registration is set to Deny, the host con- 
nection will be rejected. 

Note: Endpoints that have been denied access may continuously request access 
which can unnecessarily consume system resources. 

Bypass — Host will be allowed access to the network when it is in this state. The 
host will be placed on the default VLAN/Role configured on the device for this  
port or SSID. For example, if Quarantine is set to Bypass, hosts that fail a scan 
and would normally be placed in Quarantine are placed in the default VLAN/Role 
on the device. 

Enforce — Indicates that the host will be placed in the VLAN/Role specified in 
the Access Value column for this state. 

Access Value VLAN/Role where a host in this state should be placed when it connects to the 
network. If Enforce is selected in the Access Enforcement field you must enter a 
value in the Access Value field. 

Wireless AP Parameters 

 
Preferred Container 
Name 

If this device is connected to any Wireless Access Points, they are included in the 
Topology View. Enter the name of the Container in which these Wireless Access 
Points should be stored. Containers or folders are created in the Topology view   
to  group devices. 

Detail Configuration 

Check box Secure Ports is enabled for ports on this device. When this option is enabled, 
secure ports allows you to deny access to disabled hosts. See Secure 
Port/Static Port Overview for requirements. 
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SSIDs on some wireless devices can be configured with VLAN/Role settings that are 
different than those of the parent device. This option allows you to provide different 
treatment for each SSID. For example, you can have an SSID that provides only Inter- 
net access for guests and a separate more secure SSID that requires authentication for 
staff. 

 

 
 
 

1. Click Network Devices > Topology. 
2. Expand the Container where the wireless device is located. 
3. Select a device. 
4. In the right pane, select the SSID tab. 

 

5. Right-click on the SSID and select SSID Configuration. To modify multiple 
SSIDs simultaneously, see Modify Multiple SSIDs. 

6. Use the field definitions table below to configure the SSID. 
7. Click OK to save. 

 
  

SSID Configuration 

Note: In an environment where there are multiple SSIDs that have the same name, FortiNAC 
cannot manage those SSIDs individually. Make sure that SSIDs do not have the same name. 
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SSID Configuration - Field Definitions 
 

Settings Description 

RADIUS 

Use Inherited RADIUS 
Server 
Definitions from Device 

If enabled, the SSID inherits the RADIUS server settings of its parent device. 

 
Use Custom Settings If enabled, allows you to set the default Primary and Secondary RADIUS servers 

to the servers indicated in parentheses and set the RADIUS Secret. 

 
Primary 
RADIUS Server 

The RADIUS server used for authenticating users connecting to the network 
through this SSID. 

See RADIUS Settings for information on configuring your RADIUS Servers. 

Secondary RADIUS 
Server 

If the Primary RADIUS server fails to respond, this RADIUS server is used for 
authenticating users connecting to the network until the Primary RADIUS Server 
responds. 

RADIUS Secret The Secret used for RADIUS authentication. 

Click the field to add or modify the RADIUS Secret. 
 

Important:  The RADIUS Secret used must be exactly the same on the 
wireless device, on the RADIUS server and in the FortiNAC software 
under RADIUS Settings  and Model Configuration. 

Show/Hide Button Allows you to display or hide the RADIUS secret. 

Network Access 

Use Inherited Network 
Access Policy from 
Device 

If enabled, the SSID inherits the Network Access or VLAN/Role settings of its par- 
ent device. 

Use Custom Settings If enabled, allows you to customize the Network Access Policy instead of using 
the inherited policy from the device. 

Dot1x Auto Registration 
 

Enabled/Disabled per SSID (disabled by default). Automatic registration of a host 
based upon the user's 802.1x authentication with the RADIUS server.  Upon 
successful 802.1x authentication, FortiNAC registers the host to the 
authenticated user prior to the network policy being determined.   
 
Requirements: 

• FortiNAC version 8.5.2 or higher 
• RADIUS request from Controller/Access Point must contain RADIUS 

Attribute 30 and include the SSID value 
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Settings Description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Access Enforcement 

When Use Custom Settings is enabled, this set of drop-down menus works in con- 
junction with the Host States listed below to determine treatment for hosts when  
no VLAN/Role value is supplied or when access control is being enforced. 
Options include: 

Deny — Host will be denied access to the network when it is in this state. For 
example, if the host is not registered and Registration is set to Deny, the host 
connection will be rejected. 

Note: Endpoints that have been denied access may continuously request access 
which can unnecessarily consume system resources. 

Bypass — Host will be allowed access to the network when it is in this state. The 
host will be placed on the default VLAN/Role configured on the device for this  
port or SSID. For example, if Quarantine is set to Bypass, hosts that fail a scan 
and would normally be placed in Quarantine are placed in the default VLAN/Role 
on the device. 

Enforce — Indicates that the host will be placed in the VLAN/Role specified in 
the Access Value column for this state. 

 
Access Value 

VLAN/Role where a host in this state should be placed when it connects to the 
network. If Enforce is selected in the Access Enforcement field you must enter a 
value in the Access Value field. 

Host State 

Default The Default VLAN value is stored in the FortiNAC database and is used when the 
VLAN is not determined by another method, such as a Network Access Policy. 

Typically, if a VLAN is specified as the Default, it is the VLAN used for "normal" or 
"production" network access. It will be used for all the untagged (non-uplink) ports 
on the device. 

Select None to use the default VLAN/Role configured on the  device. 

 
Dead End The dead end VLAN for this SSID. Isolates disabled hosts with limited or no net- 

work connectivity from the production network. 
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Registration The registration VLAN for this SSID. Isolates unregistered hosts from the 

production network during host registration. 

Quarantine The quarantine VLAN for this SSID. Isolates hosts from the production network 
who pose a security risk because they failed a scan defined in an Endpoint Com- 
pliance Policy. 

Authentication The authentication VLAN for this device. Isolates registered hosts from the Pro- 
duction network during user authentication. 

 
 

 
When lightweight access points (LAP) and their associated wireless controllers are 
connected to a network being managed by FortiNAC, the access points initially   appear 
as rogue adapters/hosts on the network. These access points could be sent into isolation 
depending on whether or not the ports to which they connect are in any of the "Forced" 
groups, such as Forced Registration. 
When adding a new controller and LAPs or just new LAPs to extend an existing wire- 
less network, the same guidelines apply. You must disable isolation enforcement on the 
ports to which the LAPs connect to avoid having them placed into an isolation network 
where the LAPs will be unable to communicate with their controller. 
The following steps provide an overview for adding LAPs: 

1. Remove isolation enforcement on the ports to which LAPs are connected by 
removing the ports from all of the following groups (See Groups  View):  
• Forced Registration 
• Forced Remediation 
• Forced Authentication  

2. If you plan to control those ports for hosts later, create a port group in FortiNAC to 
contain the ports to which LAPs are connected. After the LAPs have been 
configured you can quickly add the ports back to the Forced groups by adding this 
new group to each of the "Forced" groups. 

3. Connect each LAP to one of the uncontrolled ports. 
4. Allow the LAPs and controller to communicate. 
5. Discover the new LAP by opening the Model Configuration view for the con- 

troller and clicking either Read Roles or Read VLANs depending on the con- 
troller. If this option is not available on the Model Configuration for the controller, 
navigate to the Topology View, right-click on the controller and select Network 
Access/ VLANs. Click Read Roles or Read VLANs.  
FortiNAC discovers the LAPs, creates pingable LWAP models in the Topology 
View and removes the corresponding rogues. See Model Configuration on page 14 
or Network Access / VLANS. 

  

Configure Wireless Access Points 
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6. When all of the LAPs have been discovered, add the new port group you created 

to the appropriate "Forced" groups to enforce isolation on those ports. 
 

FortiNAC does not automatically discover APs as they are added to a controller. If Update 
Interfaces is run on the controller, it will add in the new APs. Also if an AP's IP has changed 
update interfaces will adjust the model. The scheduler task Resynchronize Devices which is 
associated to a group of controllers will do the same thing as Update Interfaces.  It is 
suggested this Schedule task be created. 
 
To quickly accommodate newly added Aps, the Device Profiler is often used. When doing 
this, the profiled AP should not be created as a host in host and topology view. It should be 
created as a device in topology with device type “WAP.”  Any AP that is a host in the host 
view will be automatically removed and replaced as a device when a controller is read and 
APs are evaluated. 

 
 
 
 

 
When you use a wired connection in a wireless hot spot, wireless interfaces that are 
enabled often attempt to connect to a local AP. It is recommended that you instruct 
users to disable their wireless interfaces on their laptops when  they use wired ports 
for  the following reasons: 

1. The wireless connection attempt may or may not succeed. RADIUS traffic is 
created to authenticate the host even though it is already connected to the net- 
work through its wired connection. If the host is authenticated on the wireless 
device (either through RADIUS or the local AP), the host is connected and no 
additional traffic is generated. However, if the host is rejected for any reason, 
the host will often retry continuously. For some APs, this generates a steady 
stream of RADIUS requests and creates an unnecessary load on the FortiNAC 
appliance and the supporting network. 

2. If a wireless interface connects simultaneously with a wired interface, each 
interface could be placed on a different VLAN or network. In cases where the 
network administrator is enforcing authentication or where separate networks 
have been defined for their wired and wireless users, this will always occur. 
When this happens, depending on the network access given to the different net- 
work connections, the host may experience abnormal network behavior as the 
host chooses different interfaces for network access. 

There are steps users can take to configure a host running Windows OS to favor their 
wired over their wireless (see http://support.microsoft.com/?kbid=894564), but the best 
course of  action is to simply disable the wireless  when  not in use. 

Users With Both Wired And Wireless 
 

http://support.microsoft.com/?kbid=894564
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